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Zenith MMS
Media Monitoring and Open Source
Intelligence Platform

REAL-TIME, MULTI-LANGUAGE, BROADCAST & OPEN SOURCE MONITORING
Zenith MMS is a highly scalable, highly secure Media Monitoring and Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) Platform for the ingestion,
analysis, understanding and management of massive volumes of Broadcast and Open Source information in multiple languages. The
system enables the real-time monitoring of the full range of digital content including video, audio, images, and text from a myriad of
sources including broadcast TV and Social Media platforms.

ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE – FROM
REAL TIME VIDEO, AUDIO,
TEXT – LANGUAGE AGNOSTIC

Connect to thousands of online and broadcast information sources.
Extract meaningful information automatically in real-time.
Support multiple languages for speech to text and translation.
Analyse sentiment across multiple languages.
Identify relationships between people, places and organisations.
Integrated translation management tools and reporting.
Extensive functions to navigate, search and retrieve data.
Advanced visualization tools to gain rapid understanding of massive
amounts of content.
Integrated workﬂows and task distribution engine.

WHY ZENITH MMS?
As the sources and volume of digital information continue to grow exponentially, governments are looking to deploy tools that enable
them to make sense of, and analyse, broadcast media and open source information for national interest and homeland security
purposes.
Monitoring multiple broadcast TV and Radio sources, in multiple languages, can enable a deeper understanding of international views
and emerging events. Social media sources and websites provide real-time insight into public opinion and emerging conversations that
may not be discussed in mainstream media.
The Zenith MMS system has been built based on Zenith’s decade of experience in the government sector, developed speciﬁcally for the
unique requirements of government agencies operating with a local, regional or global view, by integrating broadcast and digital
information into a single platform, and thus providing a single interface into for your information sources.
The system incorporates advanced workﬂows for managers, analysts, and translators based on industry best practices. With a customizable User Interface, users can conﬁgure their workspace based on their role and requirements.
Deployed on-premise using standard IT hardware, built to scale easily, provide high reliability and security, high speed processing and
retrieval, with a web-based private-cloud access model, the Zenith MMS platform has been built to meet the most challenging
demands.

DATA-DRIVEN DECISIONS – UNDERSTAND ALL FORMS OF
INFORMATION INCLUDING TEXT, AUDIO, VIDEO, AND IMAGES.

BROADCAST MEDIA
Monitor TV and Radio across multiple languages, automatically in
real-time from hundreds of sources. Highly scalable with real-time
and historical playback, advanced search and editing tools including
real-time transcription and translation, speaker and face recognition
and easy ﬁle exporting and annotation, the Zenith MMS provides a
full Media Monitoring solution.
Real-time speech to text transcription in multiple languages.
Translation from source language into multiple languages.
Face recognition, gender and speaker identiﬁcation.
On-screen text recognition and extraction.
Automatic key frame generation.

SOCIAL MEDIA, BLOGS AND WEBSITES
Integrated into a broad range of social media platforms for immediate content
ingestion and analysis, the Zenith MMS provides the high velocity, high
volume power required to understand these real-time content sources, and
identify emerging events and trends immediately. With the addition of
real-time monitoring of websites and blogs, the full range of content sources
can be monitored and analyzed at the macro and micro levels.
Highly detailed ﬁltering allows for analysis right down to individual content
types and content providers, right up to country and language levels to fully
understand what is occurring, or for historical analysis purposes.

AUTOMATED SPEECH TO TEXT AND TRANSLATION
Instantly convert audio to text and translate content
from numerous languages, for a truly international view
and local understanding of your content sources.With
support of a wide range of languages for speech-to-text
(STT), almost any TV or Radio channel broadcast can be
converted into text, and further be translated to local
language. Automated translation provides real-time
understanding of foreign language content sources in
local language, providing a full understanding of all
content sources.

CUSTOMIZABLE WORKFLOWS AND TRANSLATION OPTIMIZATION TOOLS
The Zenith MMS solution incorporates advanced workﬂows for managers, analysts and monitors based on industry best practices. With
a customizable user interface, each users can conﬁgure their workspaces based on their roles and requirements ensuring ease of use.
Deeply integrated translation optimization provides the option to improve translations and embed them in the system or to export into
ﬁnished reports.

ADVANCED SEARCH FUNCTIONS
Search across your entire data repository, in an instant
using advanced search tools and parameters, enabling
you to understand the big picture or ﬁnd the granular
details. With a focus on speed of retrieval and accuracy of
results, you can ﬁnd what you need, when you need it.

Create search agents to monitor key searches and provide real-time
and historical information.
Multiple search parameters including language, location, data source,
time, named entities, etc...
Automatic query guidance and keyword search.
Search across multiple languages and spellings using integrated
multi-language libraries.
Automatically extract relevant entities, names, locations and
organisations.

DASHBOARDS AND VISUALIZATION
Providing a full range of dashboard features and data visualization
tools, you can monitor data sources as they are ingested and quickly
identify important events and subjects for further analysis and
reporting. Immediately analyse the entire content repository across
video, audio and text and multiple languages to enable historical
analyses and rapid report generation. With a highly customizable
web-based interface, users can design their workspaces to meet their
speciﬁc requirements.

CONCEPTUAL AND CONTEXTUAL
UNDERSTANDING OF YOUR INFORMATION

SCALABILITY & ARCHITECTURE
Developed using the latest technologies, the Zenith MMS is
highly modular, scalable and robust. The system automatically
distributes load across the system, optimizes storage and
retrieval and can be expanded linearly through the easy
addition of hardware, ensuring operational requirements are
not compromised. Disaster recovery and back-up processes are
automated and comply with the requirements of your IT
department.

Distributed architecture supports environments from a few
servers to thousands.
Both horizontal (scale-out) and vertical (scale-up) are possible
with full support for virtualization.
Scale quickly through integrated software deployment tools –
without compromising performance.
Supports petabytes of storage - often required for video.
Designed for high-speed ingestion, processing and retrieval.

A TOTAL INTEGRATED SYSTEM FOR GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
Providing a single platform for all video, audio, and text open
source content types, the Zenith MMS is the ﬁrst fully-integrated
on-premise system that provides a comprehensive ingestion,
analysis, optimization, and reporting capability for government
agencies. With Zenith’s in-house development capability and
focus on the government sector, the Zenith MMS platform
provides a solution for agencies’ current requirements, while
enabling direct engagement for customization and organization
speciﬁc workﬂows and content ingestion in the future.
Leveraging close to a decade of experience developing and
deploying Media Monitoring systems, Zenith provides consulting
and expertise to ensure your requirements are fully understood
and delivered.

ACCESS THE RIGHT
INFORMATION AT
THE RIGHT TIME
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Founded in Melbourne, Australia and with a dual focus on Australasia and the Middle East region, Zenith works with governments, law
enforcement agencies and private clients to integrate their security and Big Data requirements into meaningful solutions to enable
advanced situational awareness, management, and response capability.

ZENITH TECHNOLOGIES
Business Center (DWC) Logistics City,
Dubai Aviation City,
P.O.Box:390667, Dubai, UAE.
Email : administration@zenith.com.au
Tel : +97144471958
URL : www.zenith.com.au

Zenith partners with SDL, the global
innovator in translation technology.
Zenith is SDL’s Regional Competence
Center for Safe City and Public Sector
Security for the Middle East and Africa.

POLICE

Intelligent Lightbar

Traffic Enforcement Monitoring

TECHNOLOGIES

Automatic Number Plate Recognition
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